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1. 
Graffiti is a computer program which makes graph-theoretical conjectures. It 
was written in 84-85 and was preceded by a similar but less complex program, 
Little Paul, on which the author collaborated with Shui-Tain Chen. 
The basic idea of Graffiti is that it “knows” certain graphs and it is capable of 
evaluating certain formulas formed from graph-theoretical invariants. If none of 
the graphs with which Graffiti is familiar is a counterexample to a formula then 
the formula is considered to be a conjecture. At present Graffiti is capable of 
computing about 60 invariants and it performs several functions but I shall 
describe here only those which are relevant to conjectures described in the next 
section. The conjectures are of the form I< .Z, Z E .Z + K and Z + .7 E K + L, where 
literals run over 20 distinct selected invariants plus a constant invariant 1. They 
are respectively called conjectures of the first, second and the third type. 
After the first run of the program the total number of conjectures was about 
7500. The Library of the program had at the time about 40 graphs. 
The number of conjectures, particularly those which are completely trivial, is 
the main problem and more than half of the program consists of various heuristics 
whose purpose is deletion of trivial and otherwise noninteresting but true 
conjectures. The conjectures in the next section were obtained by procedures 
IRIN and CNCL. IRIN deletes those conjectures which by transitivity follow 
from others. 
All conclusions that Graffiti draws are based exclusively on graphs it knows, so 
“follows” means of course “follows as far as the graphs in the library of program 
are concerned”. During the first run IRIN reduced the total number of 
conjectures to about 1700. 
CNCL deletes those conjectures of the second and third type in which one of 
the invariants on the left is always smaller than an invariant on the right. This 
procedure may undoubtedly remove a number of interesting conjectures but it is 
the only one which seems to operate completely independently from IRIN. 
During the first run CNCL following IRIN reduced the list of conjectures to 
about 140. For other sets of 20 invariants the number was usually at least 100 
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higher and that is one of the main reasons why I decided on this particular set of 
invariants. 
At this point I divided conjectures in four categories: False, Open, Trivial and 
Proved. The last two types were stored in separate files and after repeated runs 
they would be automatically removed from the new lists of conjectures. After this 
the last three files could be updated. 
For each false conjecture I had to inform Graffiti about a counterexample; 
Graffiti is capable of defining certain types of graphs and of performing some 
operations on graphs leading to more complex examples. 
After the first run there were two conjectures which were already proved 
before. I disproved about 15 using five counterexamples and I classified about 40 
conjectures as trivial. 
During the following month I added to the Library of Graffiti about 40 graphs 
but they were counterexamples to about SO-100 conjectures which appeared in 
the file Open; it was not unusual for this file to grow in size after a few 
counterexamples were added to the library. The total number of conjectures was 
of course steadily going down, but if IRIN had rejected a conjecture because it 
had “followed” from a false conjecture then the rejected one could have 
reappeared after the false one has been disproved. 
At the time of writing of this paper there are 6745 conjectures and the file 
Open contains 35 conjectures. The conjectures of the third type were not yet 
really studied by anyone and I decided not to include them here. There are 12 
conjectures which were proved and the file Trivial contains about 80 conjectures. 
The conjecture number 14 was almost completely proved by William Waller. 
Graffiti has procedures computing chromatic number, independence and size of 
the matching but they are so slow for larger graphs (some of the counterexamples 
have up to 80 vertices) that I choose rather to inform the program about their 
values. That was particularly essential when I experimented with various graphs 
and Graffiti was verifying if they were counterexamples to a conjecture. 
We are going to use the following notation: If R = (r,, r,, . . . , rn) is a 
real-valued vector then the value of the component which occurs most often is 
called the mode of R and the maximal frequency of R is the number of occurrences 
of the mode. In the case of a tie the mode is the largest component. 
The Degree denotes the degree sequence of a graph. Hence, for example 
maximal frequency of Degree of a path with 3 vertices is 2 and the mode is 1; the 
maximal frequency of distance is the distance which occurs the maximum number 
of times. The temperature of a vertex is d/n - d where d is the degree of the 
vertex and n is the number of vertices. Vectors can be considered random 
variables on a uniform space; this gives rise to some invariants defined by means 
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of the average value and the variance. However, the average distance is the mean 
of the vector is the expected distance between distinct vertices. 
A vertex c of a graph is central if every other vertex of G can be reached from c 
in a minimum number of steps. The number of central vertices is the center of G 
and the number of steps is the radius. The maximum distance between any two 
vertices is the diameter and the boundary consists of those vertices whose distance 
from some vertex equals to the diameter. 
The inverse degree is C l/d, where di is the degree sequence. The Rundic 
Index, or Randic, is C (didi)-’ where the summation extends over pairs of 
adjacent vertices. The last two invariants are not defined in the presence of 
isolated vertices and of course metric invariants apply only to connected graphs. 
Independence and matching denote respectively the size of the largest inde- 
pendent set and the size of the largest matching. 
Finally the rank is the rank of the adjacency matrix, and the zenith is the 
number of vertices of maximum degree. 
The following conjectures are now in the file Open: 
1. average temperature < rank 
2. average temperature c variance of degree + maximal frequency of degree 
3. inverse degree 6 Randic index + maximal frequency of degree 
4. mode of distance 6 radius + Randic index 
5. mode of distance s average distance + Randic index 
6. mode of distance s matching + average distance 
7. radius < zenith + maximal frequency of degree 
8. radius c variance of degree + maximal frequency of degree 
9. radius c Randic index + average temperature 
10. radius < Randic index + variance of degree 
11. radius < average distance + Randic index 
12. radius c 1 + Randic index 
13. average distance c Randic index 
14. average distance < independence 
15. average distance c variance of degree + maximal frequency of degree 
16. average distance c variance of degree + inverse degree 
17. average distance < mode of distance + inverse degree 
18. chromatic number 6 1 + rank 
Below are listed conjecture which were proved so far. The 6th conjecture was 
proved by Shui-Tai Chen and the 7th by William Waller. The 10th was proved by 
Chen and myself. Sometimes they resulted in stronger theorems, but they are 
stated here in the form in which they were conjectured. 
1. radius 6 independence 
2. average temperature < chromatic number 
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3. diameter < rank 
4. radius s matching 
5. average distance < 1 + matching 
6. inverse degree < independence + Randic index 
7. inverse degree < matching + independence 
8. Randic index s matching + independence 
9. Randic index s number of vertices 
10. average degree < matching + Randic index 
11. Randic index 6 matching + inverse degree 
12. matching < Randic index + inverse degree 
None of these theorems are very difficult, but almost every one, I think, is of 
some interest. 
For example, the second theorem on the list is one of the easiest but it 
provides, what I consider a neat lower bound for the chromatic number x. It can 
be proved as follows: Let C be a good X-coloration of G and let G be a complete 
X-partite graph compatible with this coloration. Because the average temperature 
of c is greater than that of G it is enough to prove the theorem for c. But the 
average temperature of G is x - 1. 
Hence we proved that the average temperature is ex - 1 and the equality 
holds true iff G is complete k-partite graph. 
This conjecture realized my hope that Graffiti will produce interesting 
conjectures which are easy to prove. But beforehand I did not see too many 
justifications for this hope. The only reason I could think of was that Graffiti 
might find overlooked facts and those should be independent from both their 
difficulty and the significance. 
On the other hand I expected Graffiti to find conjectures difficult to prove. I 
thought that the program would operate like a statistician who finds a correlation 
without a cause. Perhaps some conjectures which Graffiti has already made are 
difficult to prove but in most of the cases one can clearly see a reason for making 
the conjecture. 
A few of the counterexamples were found by Chen and Waller and a few are 
based on an idea of Erdiis and Spencer dealing with the disproved conjecture 
average distance s inverse degree. 
The graphs represented in the Fig. 1 are fairly typical in that each has an 
extreme value for one of the invariants. This is the case with the mode of distance 
of Crab, the average distance of Barbells and Binaries and the Randic Index of 
Milky Way. Finally, in Milkweeds the radius is almost as large as the diameter. 
Some of these graphs are fairly large but the reader may notice that for all it is 
relatively easy to write the defining programs. Thus so far I have not had to resort 
to elaborate lising of edges to define a graph. But a close call came when Chen 
found an 8-vertex counterexample to the conjecture radius c maximal frequency 
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Fig. 1 
of degree. Eventually I wrote a procedure which automatically searches for 
counterexamples to conjectures of this type by optimizing the polarity. The 
procedure has since found several other useful graphs. 
In the future I will probably use more such procedures. There are many ways 
of doing this and I may even already have a prototype for one. In 1982 Noriko 
Naumann wrote as a part of her master’s thesis a short but scintillating program 
called Pythia which guesses the next number which should appear in a sequence 
of integers. The program guesses patterns by simplfying them in a manner similar 
to the one described by Dewdney in the April 1986 issue of Scientific American. 
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It can be adapted to graph theory and it has both conjecture-making and 
example-finding potential. 
I would like to thank Robert Cottingham for writing for me a fast program 
deleting the text of one file from another. 
Note added in Proof. Conjectures 14 and 1 were proved respectively by Fan 
Chung and myself. Conjecture 7 was refuted by Shui-Tan Chen. 
